Technical Data

TCR Chopped Strand Mat
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Product Description

(95°F) and the relative humidity should
be kept below 75%. Fiberglass products

M1-AB Chopped Strand Mats are
designed to be compatible in an

Features

Customer Benefits

Quick wetting and rapid air release

Maximum molding productivity and reduced cost

Excellent thickness uniformity

Consistent customer part quality

Superb dry integrity

Enhances productivity and reduces materials losses during unrolling, cutting and piece handling

Smaller diameter, very dense rolls

Safe and efficient material handling
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Comparison of TCR Chopped Strand Mat (M1-AB) Input with E-glass & Advantex Roving
Glass Type

M1-AB

E

Advantex

Density (g/cm3)

2.55-2.60

2.54-2.60

2.53-2.60

Tensile Strength (MPa) ASTM D 2343

2250-2350

2150-2250

2250-2350

Tensile Modulus (GPa) ASTM D 2343

80-82

73-75

80-82

Glass Softening Point (oC)

905-920

835-850

890-905

o

97.0%

61.8%

95.18%

o

95.48%

/

94.47%

Acid Resistance, 10% H2SO4, 96 C, 48hr, Weight Retention
Acid Resistance, 10% H2SO4, 96 C, 96hr, Weight Retention

Product Data
ID
Number

Fiber Diameter

Sizing Type

Binder Type

Compatible
Resin

% Organic Solid
(LOI)

% Moisture Content

M1-AB

13 µm

Silane

Powder

UP

2~8

≤ 0.20

ID Number

Weight (OZ/ft2, g/m2)

Styrene Solubility

Speed of Wet-out

Standard Width (inch)

M1-010-AB

1.0/300

< 50 sec

< 60 sec

38, 50, 60 (Max. 110”)

M1-015-AB

1.5/450

M1-020-AB

2.0/600

M1-030-AB

3.0/900

Roll Weight Specifications
inch/mm

38/965

50/1270

60/1524

M1-010-AB, M1-015-AB, M1-020-AB

kg, lb

39/86

52/115

61/134

M1-030-AB

kg, lb

41.5/91

53.5/118

63.5/140

Width

Disclaimer of Liability
This data is offered solely as a guide in the selection of a reinforcement. The information contained in this publication is based on actual
laboratory data and field test experience. We believe this information to be reliable, but do not guarantee its applicability to the user’s
process or assume any liability arising out of its use or performance. The user, by accepting the products described herein, agrees to be
responsible for thoroughly testing any application to determine its suitability before committing to production. It is important for the user
to determine the properties of its own commercial compounds when using this or any other reinforcement. Because of numerous factors
affecting results, we make no warranty of any kind, express or implied, including those of merchantability and fitness for a particular
purpose. Statements in this data sheet shall not be construed as representations of warranties or as inducements to infringe any patent or
violate any law, safety code or insurance regulation.
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